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Summary:
In September 2017, the Digital Finance (DFS) team joined others in the U.S. Global Development Lab to participate
in a Developmental Evaluation (DE), a CLA approach. The Uptake DE was focused on understanding the Lab’s most
effective approaches to sustained uptake and learning from different models. One of the evaluative efforts under this
learning objective included outcome harvesting of the team’s ecosystem initiatives to better understand which
models were leading to what outcomes. Recommendations from this effort suggested teams needed to strengthen
their theories of change to better understand pathways to ecosystem-level change, to track progress, and to
determine ‘tipping points’ where the ownership and resource supply shifts away from USAID for long-term
sustainability. The DFS team was all in! The team worked to reboot and expand their theory of change, as well as
identify tipping points to track towards for ongoing ecosystems initiatives. This reboot led a more cohesive team
strategy that has enabled them to better explain to existing and potential partners their potential role and
opportunities for investment. The reboot is also supporting more strategic and data-driven programming, budgeting,
and strategic decision-making, contributing to the development of sustainable exit strategies for their work, and the
benefits are continuing to develop over time. Overall, the DFS team’s theory of change reboot is a shining example
of what is possible through CLA and data-driven adaptations.

1. Which subcomponents of the Collaborating, Learning and Adapting Framework
are reflected most in your case (select up to 5 subcomponents)?

Internal Collaboration

Openness

External Collaboration

Relationships & Networks

Technical Evidence Base ✔ Continuous Learning &
Improvement
✔ Theories of Change
Knowledge Management
Scenario Planning
Institutional Memory
✔ M&E for Learning
Decision-Making
✔ Pause & Reflect
Mission Resources
✔ Adaptive Management
CLA in Implementing
Mechanisms

2. What is the general context in which the case takes place? What organizational or
development challenge(s) prompted you to collaborate, learn, and/or adapt?
Over time, the USAID Global Development Lab ("the Lab") has evolved its programming related to scaling, adoption,
acceleration, and uptake in response to both its charter to “source, test, and scale” development solutions, and from
ad hoc learnings from previous efforts. There are several different initiatives and teams working towards similar
sustained uptake objectives, but they lacked strong data-sharing on lessons learned and which approaches were
most or least effective for different types of uptake. Recognizing the potential of a collaborative learning effort, 5 teams
from the Lab bought into the use of a Developmental Evaluation (DE) to share, consolidate, and adapt to learnings on
sustained uptake.
In September 2017, the Digital Finance (DFS) Team at the Lab joined the Uptake DE. The DE, at the time, was
focused on understanding the most effective Lab approaches for enabling sustained uptake. Part of the evaluative
efforts under this learning objective included outcome harvesting on the team’s ecosystem initiatives to understand:
(1) how this work interplays with the more internal (Agency-focused) uptake work the teams are doing, (2) outcomes
of this work to date, and (3) share lessons learned regarding what has or has not worked within the teams’ models
and USAID’s particular role to play in ecosystem initiatives. The DE found that it was difficult to harvest outcomes due
to a lack of documented theories of change and monitoring along the causal pathway. To be able to understand which
ecosystem approaches (or parts of approaches) are most effective, the team would first need to clarify the full
pathway to digital finance ecosystem changes and their unique contribution.

3. Why did you decide to use a CLA approach? Why was CLA considered helpful for
addressing your organizational or development challenge(s)?
The Uptake DE was solicited initially by the two Lab-Wide Priority teams at the Lab. These teams recognized that
there were a number of different initiatives and teams working towards sustained uptake within the Agency, as well as
with external audiences. Despite these efforts, they lacked strong data on lessons learned and which approaches
were most or least effective for different types of uptake. Similarly, the data that did exist was not readily captured and
shared across the Lab. The Lab needed (1) better capture of lessons learned and (2) real-time feedback. The first
teams saw CLA in the form of a developmental evaluation as a chance to learn from multiple teams in a data-driven
way that would facilitate active adaptation to their ongoing work. They wanted a DE because it could focus at a
strategy level and provide actionable feedback at the programming level—enabling the Lab to have strategic findings
for new sustained uptake initiatives to build off of, while adapting the current initiatives in the day-to-day. Given the
three-year, limited engagement of the Lab-Wide Priority teams, the near real-time feedback of a DE was a strong CLA
fit for these needs. The additional teams that joined echoed these sentiments and bought into the existing DE learning
objectives.

4. Tell us the story of how you used a collaborating, learning and/or adapting approach
to address the organizational or development challenge described in Question 2.
As an evaluator, delivering bad news never gets easier. The outcome harvesting effort under the Uptake DE was
undertaken to better capture lessons learned and provide some real-time feedback to the DE stakeholder teams.
However, the outcome harvesting work was unable to substantiate many ecosystem outcomes. The lack of
ecosystem-level outcomes more broadly across the evaluated workstreams identified new strategic-level problems
the teams are facing. One of these strategic problems is the time it takes to realize ecosystem-level outcomes
versus the relatively short reporting deadlines and leadership’s expectations for results. Another strategic-level
problem is that teams did not have robust theories of change (i.e. those supported by evidence of the causal
linkages between those theories), or outcome-level milestone indicators available to track progress towards those
changes. While the DE did not need to and was unable to make any conclusions about the efficacy of these
initiatives, it was clear that teams would benefit from a theory of change reboot that would draw out more clarity
around ecosystem-level change for them to track progress.
DEs are, by their nature, flexible and adaptive. When we started discovering that there was insufficient data to
answer the learning objective, we decided to shift gears. With initial findings in hand, we went to each DE
stakeholder team and requested briefings and time together to develop theories of change. The DFS team’s
response was incredible! They listened, were receptive and humble in processing the findings, and asked detailed
questions to better understand all facets of the findings. And then the Team Lead said, “Well that’s what we’re all
here for right? Adaptation. It’s all about adapting and improving the work. Let’s meet as soon as possible.” And with
that response we had the commitment, understanding, and enthusiasm to get elbows deep in their ecosystem
theories of change!
To truly develop an operational theory of change, the team needed more than just an ‘If...then...because” statement.
In order to ground the theory of change conversation, we needed a framework or example that would help the team
envision what their theory of change should include and might look like. We drew on a draft from another donor,
which broke down their work into spheres of control, direct influence, indirect influence, and interest. Even though
this example did not match the DFS team’s sector, it demonstrated the interconnectedness, dependencies, and
progression of work they needed to replicate in order to fully flush out their ecosystem approaches.
With the example theory of change assigned for homework, we met the next day and dug into current gaps which
we might be able to unpack and address. Upon reflection, the team realized that there was a jump between their
activities and the desired impact on the ecosystem. There also were not enough assumptions clarified around what
other actors would need to do and other ecosystem variables needed for the impact to take root. With those in mind,
we dug in.
First, the team broke down their activities and service offerings into models—the type of activities that had the same
objectives and that were replicable, acknowledging the need to contextualize in different ecosystems. Then the
team worked through the conditions and expected results at each sphere, defining the results at each level of
control or influence, and ensuring that the conditions dug into expectations of what other actors would need to do to
achieve the anticipated results. Five models in total, the team now has a comprehensive theory of change.
The next task was to operationalize the theory of change. A significant part of that work involved identifying tipping
points for each strand of the ecosystem theory of change, and any evidence/literature that supports those tipping
points. If the evidence did not exist, the team discussed long-term planning for leveraging earmarks to provide some
of this evidence through research. The team also dug into application and contextualization of tipping points to each
ongoing or planned activity, as well as what would be needed to measure progress towards the tipping point. This
included establishing responsibility for data collection and a protocol for what to do if the data says the work is not
contributing to the ecosystem changes as anticipated.

5. Organizational Effectiveness: How has collaborating, learning and adapting affected
your team and/or organization? If it's too early to tell, what effects do you expect to see
in the future?
The DFS team was able to see immediate improvements to the articulation of their model, resulting in a cohesive
team vision and deeper understanding of the team strategy. For example, the team used the theory of change in
conversations with their strategic partnerships and potential investors in the space the same week we completed it.
The team said being able to articulate the whole picture will now enable them to identify clear opportunities for others
to engage—potentially building into a collective impact effort helping shore up the roles, input, and conditions needed
to achieve change at the sphere of indirect influence and sphere of interest levels. The improvements to external
conversations are expected to accelerate and provide direction to crowd in additional funding for digital finance
ecosystem efforts. The team also expects articulation of this theory to motivate and clarify requests to build the
evidence along interconnected nodes of the theories of change.
Within the team, this reboot is enabling stronger internal programming, budgeting, and strategic decision-making.
Also, with better 'tipping point' metrics, there are improved, data-driven decision pathways to inform operational
decisions and even stronger adaptive management practices going forward with a focus on sustained uptake.
Further, the DFS team is serving as a leading CLA example to the broader Lab, demonstrating what is possible
through a data-driven theory of change reboot. This is particularly important as quite a number of teams are
re-envisioning what it means to do ecosystem work from a USAID perspective and the DFS team has been able to
show them what is possible, as well as the path to get there.

6. Development Results: How has using a CLA approach contributed to your development
outcomes? What evidence can you provide? If it's too early to tell, what effects do you
expect to see in the future?
The CLA work and theory of change reboot completed by the DFS team is directly influencing programming,
budgeting, and tracking towards results in the team’s current workstream. The DFS team’s work in Liberia, which
focused on strengthening mobile money agent networks and digitizing payments with some Liberian government
ministries, demonstrates the potential for higher-level impact and improved development outcomes of this CLA work.
At the end of the first year of work on digitizing payments in March 2018, 20% of public school teachers in Liberia
had been enrolled to receive digital salary payments. This led to a 61% reduction in cost and a 98% reduction in time
needed to retrieve their salaries. Digitizing salary payments improved efficiencies at the Ministry of Education, as
well as personally for teachers, but most importantly led to an average of 10.5 additional hours on duty for those
teachers. Similar results were seen from the Ministry of Health pilot enrollment. The DE and subsequent theory of
change reboot helped clarify what additional programmatic efforts would be needed from USAID to reach a tipping
point with the government of Liberia for government-led, widespread efforts to digitize payments. Notably, the initial
promising results with the ministries were achieved despite numerous obstacles, and the CLA mindset contributed to
decision to invest in technical assistance to mobile money providers to improve agent liquidity so that civil servant
salaries could be disbursed as intended.
The sustained uptake for this work could potentially lead to improved learning outcomes over time due to teachers
being in the classroom longer and more regularly. This will require future ex-post evaluative efforts to confirm
whether this is indeed a secondary outcome. If so, then there may likewise be improved development outcomes
across other Ministries that participate, such as improvements in clinic services from healthcare workers seeing
reductions in cost and time to retrieve salary payments leading to more time providing health services when they are
needed most.

7. What factors affected the success or shortcomings of your collaborating,
learning and adapting approach? What were the main enablers or obstacles?
CLA enablers in this case were team buy-in (including senior-level support), commitment to adaptation, strong team
dynamics and relationships between the embedded evaluator and the DFS team, and existing data both from the
DE and from the Liberia work. Without the enthusiastic participation of the DFS Team Lead and engagement of the
broader team, these adaptations would not have been possible. Their humility in recognizing gaps and willingness
to work through the findings and work together to identify a stronger pathway to change were significant contributing
factors to the success of this CLA effort. The data from the DE was able to both highlight where there were gaps in
the strategic approach to changing ecosystems, as well as share the Liberia findings from one of the team’s
implementing partners in new light—that this early success demonstrated a lot of potential, but was not yet at the
ecosystem level. Grounding the feedback in both types of data enabled the team to be confident in making
adaptations.
The limiting factor was time. The length of the existing programs, the amount of time it takes to do a theory of
change reboot, and the time it takes to see the effects of ecosystem initiatives all were time related obstacles to our
CLA approach. These factors affected available data. Similarly, there is often a false sense of urgency in the
international development field that can hinder the ability to pause and reflect. This team was able to make a
dedicated decision and commitment to set aside ongoing work and dig into the theory of change reboot. However, it
is always difficult to find and protect time for such exercises. This was an obstacle the DFS team was able to
overcome because of the strength of the contributing enablers and valuation of the CLA approach found in DE by
the team.

8. Based on your experience and lessons learned, what advice would you share with
colleagues about using a collaborating, learning and adapting approach?
Budget time for CLA. Whether you plan for CLA from the program design stage or it emerges as a project
progresses, it is important to ensure you are making the appropriate time to not only allow for, but plan for
actionable adaptation, ideally from a collaborative process. Adaptation is not the norm in the majority of current
development efforts and therefore requires some getting used to. Ideas on adaptations have to sink in and
practitioners need time to reflect on learnings and data and then design adaptations that not only respond to the
learnings, but that they also own and are excited about. If you can plan to set aside time or have some “wiggle
room” for adaptive management exercises that is best, but it is important to know that CLA work may also require
some renegotiating of timelines for it be truly improve the efficacy of your work.
Humble, responsive, and receptive leadership is essential. I will never forget the DFS team lead stating that
adaptation was crucial to improving the work and was therefore willing to meet and work through findings
immediately. Without his commitment, receptivity of the findings, and enthusiasm for adaptation, this exercise
would not have happened. It is necessary to take the time to make sure leadership is not only on board, but
enthusiastic for the CLA process. If you can identify leadership with a track record in adaptive management, even
better!
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